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What Secrets Tell  

In an age of transparency, the allure of the hidden remains stronger than ever. 
By LUC SANTE  

Once, it was believed that a wholesale revelation of secrets would not occur until the 

Day of Judgment, when graves would be opened and the tongues of the dead at last 
loosened. Nowadays you might almost get the impression that the time had arrived, so 
profuse has been the unsealing of lips, the unlocking of vaults, the uncovering of 
caches. Secrets, some of them moss-covered with age, have one after another been 
stripped naked in public. There are two major catalysts for this phenomenon. The 
dissolution of the Soviet empire, first of all, opened a tremendous number of lead-lined 
rooms. We now know where various bodies are buried, who spied and for whom and 
what they transmitted. Because to Westerners the U.S.S.R. was for more than 70 years 
the No. 1 sphinx, the serial release of K.G.B. documents over the past decade has 
solved whole shelves' worth of longstanding mysteries and promoted an atmosphere of 
real or imaginary worldwide openness.  

And then there is the Internet, which has proved a nemesis to secrecy official and 
unofficial at home. Nothing of major importance, it would seem, can remain hidden for 
long before someone in on the deal feels the urge to post the details online. The Web is 
the universal souk, where fans, zealots, voyeurs, lonely crusaders, congenital meddlers, 
dirt brokers, disgruntled ex-employees and the idly curious can trade facts, as well as 
rumors and fantasies posing as facts, in relative safety and anonymity. A secret posted 
on the Web can reach an astonishing number of eyes in no time at all; deniability 
doesn't count for much when you've got a few million eager witnesses. The secret, once 
an important, gold-backed currency, appears in danger of rapid devaluation as the 
screens of the world are flooded with industrial quantities of the skinny.  

A third factor, meanwhile, has been coursing through American culture since before 
either of the other two became relevant. The urge to confess one's hidden 
transgressions before an audience of strangers, a peculiar phenomenon that came to 
our attention in the 1980's, has wildly miscellaneous roots: revival-tent epiphanies, 
Alcoholics Anonymous, psychotherapy and its many cousins, televised trials and certain 
odd game shows of the past, the poetry of Robert Lowell and Sylvia Plath, the memoirs 
of Mafiosi and Hollywood lechers and Watergate spear-carriers. Baring all in public 
attracts attention and at least used to assure forgiveness. Today it's all about 
entertainment value, with maybe some cathartic relief thrown in, and the secrets 
revealed have become more inconsequential even as they have become more sordid. 
The taboo-busting memoir, which was the intellectuals' outlet, seems to have dried up 
recently, but the TV confession shows are still strong after more than a decade -- 
television thrives on repetition. Anyway, the phenomenon builds momentum, and the 



measure of normality is subject to continual revision: the more rubber fetishists reveal 
all before a live studio audience, the more additional rubber fetishists will feel impelled 
to do the same. At this rate, the last living American with a hidden vice will surrender to 
Jerry Springer in about eight years.  

So are we in the midst of a new era of candor? Not likely. We need secrets far too much 
to jettison them. Just as it is possible that today secrets are being manufactured for the 
express purpose of revealing them amid trumpet flourishes, so it has happened and will 
happen again that secrets are constructed simply to answer a pressing need for 
secrets. Secrets are a permanent feature of the human condition. We need secrets the 
way we need black holes, for their mystery; the way we need land-speed records, for 
their enlargement of scale; the way we need sexy models in advertisements, for their 
seductively false promises; the way we need lotteries, for their vague possibility. We 
also need them the way we need bank vaults and sock drawers and glove 
compartments. Anybody who doesn't carry around one or two secrets probably has all 
the depth of a place mat.  

But then the word "secret" conceals under its mantle a teeming and motley population 
of types. Secrets cater to the entire range of human susceptibilities, from the laughably 
trivial to the terrifyingly fundamental. Principal landmarks along the way include:  

Personal Secrets. In other words, those secrets that are chiefly of interest to the 
persons who carry them around. You know the sort: you pick your nose when no one's 
looking; your real first name is Eustace; you wear a truss for nonmedical reasons. If 
such things were revealed, your ego might take a beating and your intimates could gain 
a weapon for use in squabbles or extortions, but the foundations of your house would 
not be shaken.  

Romantic Secrets. They run the gamut. That interval of passion you once shared with 
your dentist when the two of you were stuck in an elevator with a bottle of Cherry Kijafa 
may remain swathed in gauze for all eternity, although your partner might eventually 
demand to know the identity of this "Shirley" whose name you utter in your sleep. That 
you enjoy above all the erotic sensation of being pinched with tweezers until you bleed 
might not matter a whole lot to anyone, unless you decide to run for office, and then you 
will find yourself sending discreet sums of money to people you haven't thought of in 
years. Couples often tacitly erect a whole edifice of secrets, based on real or imagined 
causes for jealousy. This can be relatively harmless, or it can be a symptom of the 
relationship's becoming a regime.  

Secrets in Gossip. That is, the wheat left over when gossip's chaff is sifted out. Secrets 
that surface as gossip are usually of the mildest sort, personal eccentricities and 
romantic peccadilloes not of much interest outside a closed circle. (It is understood that 
there is a direct correlation between the degree of triviality of the secret transmitted as 
gossip and the rank of the gossip's subject within that circle.) Gossip, though, 
demonstrates how secrets can become currency, as the teller invests the hearer with 
power in exchange for esteem. The possession of a secret concerning another is, like 



all forms of power, something of a burden, a weight pressing one's lips together, which 
can be relieved only by telling someone else. This, added to a hunger for knowledge on 
the part of all within the gossip circle, keeps the wheel of the secret-fueled gossip 
economy turning.  

Trade Secrets. The monetary economy, meanwhile, revolves around a wide and diverse 
range of secrets. A business strategy is a secret until it becomes a fait accompli. The 
details of the financial health of a company are kept as secret as the law allows. Anyone 
with a degree of power in the market is continually keeping secrets -- from competitors, 
from the press, from anyone who is an outsider, including friends and family, but 
sometimes from colleagues and office mates. The reasons are obvious: everyone is 
naked in a cutthroat world, and secrets are clothing. It goes without saying that secrets 
protect innovations and that they also hide various extralegal undertakings -- the 
ostensibly respectable bank that takes in laundry on the side, for example. Business 
also employs secrets strategically, as secrets qua secrets, usually painting the word 
"secret" in letters 10-stories tall. Naturally the new car model will differ little from the 
previous year's, but a bit of cloak-and-dagger about it will increase public interest. The 
"secret recipe" is on a par with "new and improved" as a carny barker's hook. The cake 
mix or soft drink or laundry soap may, of course, actually include a secret ingredient, 
known only to staff chemists and highly placed executives, but very often a "secret 
ingredient" is rumored or bruited about primarily as a lure to the gulls of the public.  

Secret Formulas. The public hunger for secrets is primordial. It is first and foremost a 
matter of curiosity, but it also springs from a painful awareness of rank and a belief that 
things are different upstairs, with a more or less fanciful idea of the specifics. These 
days, with fortune-building running at a pitch not seen since the 1920's, there is 
widespread demand for financial folklore. You can make a lot of money catering to the 
suspicion that there exist shortcuts known only to a few. That some people are richer, 
thinner, more charismatic or whiter of teeth may be a result of a variety of imponderable 
factors, but for everyone who in moments of desperation has imagined that there must 
be some simple trick, some formula or high sign or investment routine or hidden spa, 
there is an author with a book aimed at the exact combination of vulnerability and 
prurient imagination. Such publications run along the entire span of implied legitimacy 
based upon demographics, from the crudities aimed at the supermarket-tabloid 
constituency (diets centered on junk food named in the Bible, for instance) to the 
overpriced hardcover pamphlets catering to the anxieties of the managerial class by 
dressing up received ideas with slogans and numbered lists. For centuries, the secret 
has been a sure-fire sales gimmick. All you have to do is combine the banal and the 
esoteric.  

Secret Societies. There are probably a lot fewer than there once were, but somewhere 
in America, no doubt, insurance adjusters and trophy engravers still gather once a 
month in acrylic gowns and button-flap underwear to exchange phrases in 
pseudobiblical Double Dutch and then get down to the business of drinking beer. It 
helps them feel special to be the only ones in town who know the three-finger 
handshake. The setup descends from the heresies of the Middle Ages by way of the 



pecking order of the playground. We can laugh at them, now that they are so enfeebled, 
but there was a time not long ago when they dominated the social life of male middle-
class America, and in many ways their pretensions are not so far removed from those of 
the Mafia or the C.I.A.  

Mystical Secrets. The secret is bait. The secret leads votaries by the nose through a 
maze of connected chambers, in each of which they must ante up. Only when they have 
finally tumbled to there being no secret (and they have run through the better part of 
their inheritances) can they truly be counted as initiates. But few have the stamina to get 
that far, and most instead spend their spare afternoons consuming one tome after 
another promoting the secrets of, variously, the pyramids, the Templars, the ascended 
masters, the elders of Mu, the Essene scrolls and so on through greater and lesser 
degrees of perceived legitimacy, all of which flutter around the edges of the secret, none 
of which make so bold as to suggest what it might consist of.  

State Secrets. "Our laws are not generally known; they are kept secret by the small 
group of nobles who rule us," wrote Kafka in one of his miniature stories. "We are 
convinced that these ancient laws are scrupulously administered; nevertheless it is an 
extremely painful thing to be ruled by laws that one does not know." This is the essence 
of state secrets. A government does not have to be totalitarian, particularly, to possess 
a stratum of laws whose existence cannot be generally known because they describe 
the limits of the knowable. It is forbidden for unauthorized persons to possess certain 
kinds of information. What kinds of information? Well, that's the trouble; if you knew that, 
you would already know too much. State secrets range all the way from banal 
prohibitions on photographing customs booths and power plants to the highest levels of 
technical esoterica.  

Atomic Secrets. "Stop me if you've heard this atomic secret," cracked William Burroughs 
in "Naked Lunch." Atomic secrets may be the world's most famous class of secret, an 
oxymoron, surely, but for the fact that few enough people would recognize or 
understand an atomic secret if it landed in their mailboxes. The workaday state secret 
may be a matter of mere protocol or protection of resources, not unlike industries 
safeguarding the peculiarities of their production methods. The atomic secret, however, 
ascends to the level of the sacred because it manifests in concrete form the terror that 
mystics can only suggest: the end of the world. The secret of life may be an empty 
proposition, but the secret of death is actually legible to those who possess the 

language and the tools.  

he existence of the internet, too, has increased the fluidity of secrets. Suddenly no 
one knows the difference between fact and folklore. Maybe secrets are posted all 

the time on fixed or fleeting sites, or maybe those are just clever counterfeits of secrets. 
Maybe the real deal is available on some site no one has thought to access yet. The 
Web, after all, offers the possibility that every iota of information in the world will sooner 
or later appear, but it may be that, like Jorge Luis Borges's library of Babel, the Web will 
eventually serve up every possible combination of words, so that finally no one at all will 
be able to tell a secret from its chance approximation.  



Confessional culture further devalues the secret. It may be a big deal to the one making 
a clean breast of things, but to the audience it's Grand Guignol, rated on its novelty 
quotient or on how much carnage it inspires on the set. Secrets are loose change -- 
celebrities keep bagfuls in the storm cellar for when they need to score some publicity 
by leaking a few to the tabs. The daytime-TV guests each have one, but each greatly 
resembles others previously broadcast by other guests, and there is a limitless supply of 
new guests eating doughnuts in the greenroom. Anyway, whole classes of lifestyle 
deviations that used to be secret are now strictly ho-hum, will inspire yawns, have 
support groups devoted to them right down the street. That truly private shame of yours, 
meanwhile, probably requires too much context to be particularly negotiable, and the 
only three people who will care enough are not very likely to derive much entertainment 
from it. And what good is a secret then? That kind of secret will remain impervious to 
trends.  

There is a deep human need for secrets that transcends all rational explanations. The 
revelation of a secret can be liberating, even intoxicating, at least at first, but to those on 
the receiving end, it is finally disappointing. This is in part because few secrets can live 
up to their packaging. Secrets need to mature some to be truly effective -- a point too 
often missed in today's climate -- but secrets known of long before they are divulged are 
especially susceptible to anticlimax. Witness the recent publication by the Catholic 
Church of the final prophecy of Fatima. It fell with a thud, especially because its 
revelation was way ex post facto -- the papal assassination attempt, nearly 20 years 
stone cold! Holy secrets have an obligation to lie beyond human understanding and, if 

unveiled, to produce a physically overwhelming effect.  

eople need secrets because they need the assurance that there is something left to 
discover, that they have not exhausted the limits of their environment, that a prize 

might lie in wait like money in the pocket of an old jacket, that the existence of things 
beyond their ken might propose as a corollary that their own minds contain unsuspected 
corridors. People need uncertainty and destabilization the way they need comfort and 
security. It's not that secrets make them feel small but that they make the world seem 
bigger -- a major necessity these days, when sensations need to be extreme to register 
at all. Secrets reawaken that feeling from childhood that the ways of the world were 
infinitely mysterious, unpredictable and densely packed, and that someday you might 
come to know and master them. Secrets purvey affordable glamour, suggest danger 
without presenting an actual threat. If there were no more secrets, an important motor of 
life would be stopped, and the days would merge into a continuous blur. Secrets hold 
out the promise, false but necessary, that death will be deferred until their unveiling.  
 

 


